THE COMING ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT
“A prudent man foresees evil and hides himself
But the simple pass on and are punished” Pro. 22:3
I. Introduction
What this lecture is not….
• Not speculations, but real facts and figures. The characters are real people.
• Not castigations of the characters involved. Many are only ‘sincerely wrong’. They see
no other alternatives other than the causes they are pursuing
• Not an unnecessary alarm, not meant to cause panic (Note story of the US terrorist
attack however)
• Not an attempt to stop the One World Government Advocates from their plans.
Rather it is to provide you anchor so as not to be swept away by increasing deadly satanic
lies, deceits and ploys. As well as encourage you to arise and play your own part for the
Kingdom of God if you will so choose
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
II. Simple Dictionary definition of govern: “control or direct (the public affairs of a nation,
city, etc). (2) decide; determine; influence (3) to control, as to govern one’s temper, etc”
Government is all about CONTROL. Setting the Agenda. Politics, Economy, Ethics/Religion
involved.
We must have governments, else chaos. Why is this subject matter of importance to
us?
(1) “….for by whom a person is overcome, by him also he is brought into bondage”(2 Pet
2:19). Moreover to have a NEW system of government means a dismantling of the current one.
Engineers who walk through secrecy and manipulations are like ‘shepherds who come in
through the window” (John 10:1-2)
(2) GLOBAL CONTROL is an unprecedented keg of fish however. (See Quote 1 on pg 42,
TTIF). Absolute Control, especially in the presence of so much High-Tech. Humanity
redefined! Whose philosophy/worldview/ethics do we adopt? (believe about origins, use of sex,
family order, cheating/survival of the fittest? Etc). This is NOT trivial (Eph 5: 5-6)
(3) When spiritual dimensions are added, then it becomes a matter of life and death.
(Mat.25:41) A question of ETERNITY. (Who do you yield your spirit to: spiritual
channeling/meditation, microchip implantation).
The ‘brain/mind’ behind the world system is Satan. Well-meaning leaders can be sincerely
wrong if not wise up to Satan’s ploys.

One world Government is INEVITABLE as we shall see. Question is who heads it.
Who is really big enough to wield such enormous powers and not abuse it? The Lord
Jesus Christ has made concrete claims (Isaiah 9:6-7,Psa. 82:8, Rev.11:15)
And so has Satan! Of course he is offering to rule by indirect means (eg. Serve me and get all
the loot! - Mat 4:8-9)
1st attempt by Satan’s cronies: Gen. 11:4 Babel
The efforts have always been ongoing!
The Bible tells us how far before the Lord finally wraps all things up (Dan. 2:44).
Who are these kings? What are their tactics? Where on the time-table are we today?
{Daniel 2:36-44}
********************************************************************
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History has proved not only the accuracy of the Bible in this matter, but also tells us point blank
that time is up!

The Final World-ruling empire is to be based on the previous Kingdom, the European
(Roman) Kingdom. (Attempts by Charlemagne, Napoleon,… Kaiser Wilhem, Hitler,…)
Henri Spaak (1957): “We do not want another committee, we have too many already. What
we want is a man of sufficient stature to hold the allegiance of all people, and to lift us out of the
economic morass into which we are sinking. Send us such a man, and be he God or devil, we
will receive him”. (then Sec. Gen. Of NATO)
Many people all over the years have suddenly have the ‘inspiration’, independently, that what
we need in the world is all the best brains coming together, and humans taking their destinies
into their own hands. They always discount the fact that “the heart of man is desperately
wicked” (Animal Farm model). Having concluded that either there is no God or He is not in
control, they try to grapple with problems confronting humanity (several real, several others
imagined/exaggerated). A brief look at these strategists and advocates of global governance.

Secret Groups (providing the spiritual motivation)
(Just like the Church wants to give allegiance of all people to Jesus, these groups want the world
for Satan - through guiles, deceit, threat and blackmail, lures, etc. Micro-groups on Campuses
as cults!)
The Illuminati (a.k.a. International Bankers)
“We shall have world government whether or not we like it. The only question is whether world
government will be achieved by conquest or consent”
- James Warburg (son of Paul Warburg, creator of the Federal Reserve System; and nephew of
Max Warburg in charge of German’s finances during the World War I)
to the US Senate on 17th February, 1950 (pg 137, Livesey)
Freemasonry
Jesuits/Rhode’s group (1891)
Several other New Age Groups and Satanists
Illustrate the immense power and influence of the Illuminati by their seal on the US one dollar
bill. Of course the US currency is issued by the "Federal" Reserve system, comprising of 13
families, members of the Illuminati. The influence and power of the other Secret Groups are no
less real!

Semi Secret Groups (Membership known, some publish reports and write memos)
Bilderbergers (EUROPE)
Ist meeting in Holland in 1954 at the Hotel de Bilderberg.
Goals and aims: A confidential report from this group’s 1958 meeting sums up their aim: “It was
generally recognized that it is our common responsibility to arrive in the shortest possible time at
the highest degree of integration, beginning with a Common European market” (pg 138 Livesey)
Some members

The Council for Foreign Relations (US)
Formed when Rockefeller and co saw that the US was not going to join the League of Nations.
“The CFR aims at “nothing les than the creation of a new global political and economic system
to replace the existing one” (Profs Laurence Shoup and Willem Minter in a study of the CFR,
1977)
“Previous attempts to document the CFR’s influence have been ignored or smeared by the
Liberal press as ‘exaggerated’. This is to be expected, considering the beach heads that key
CFR members hold in all parts of the media and especially because any attempt to tell the truth
about the power and activities of the CFR members IS BOUND TO SOUND
EXAGGERATED. ACTUALLY, HOWEVER, ALL THE PUBLISHED ACCOUNTS
THUS FAR HAVE UNDERESTIMATED THE CFR’S INFLUENCE…”
Read Admiral Chester Ward, an insider who blew the whistle (pg 148, Roy Livesey)
Goals and aims
Some members
The Trilateral Commission (EUROPE-US-JAPAN)
Idea mooted by Brzezinski. Founded by David Rockefeller. 75 people (best brains) on the
three blocks.
Goals and aims
Some members
“It is clear they have become the intermediate filter between foundations-corporationsuniversities-personal wealth and government policy-makers, and their importance in this
capacity should not be underestimated” - Robert Eringer (in Livesey, pg 153)
Club of Rome: purporting to be a group of environmentalists running the “Doomsday
Computer” in which the world is modeled in 10 regions

Open Groups
United Nations [The UN is ]“but a tool in the hands of the international capitalist elite, the
engineers of both peace and war”.
( cf the Millenial Summit, Sept 6-8,2000)
NGOs, eg. Earth Council, The Commission on Global Governance, etc.
World Council of Parliament Association (since 19820
State of the World Summits/Davos
1st one held in San Francisco Sep 27-Oct 1, 1995 amidst unabashed open new age
spiritualism. Convened by Gorbachev. Held annually since. Culminated (in some sense) in the
UN Millenial Summit chaired by Gorbachev.
(Read TTIF, pg 74 - En Route to Globalization)

HOWEVER, THE FINAL TIMING IS GOD’S! (REV 17:17)

Tactics: Stealth (crept in unawares….)- gradualism, Destroy current civilization to
establish the new (Strong, etc) Daniel, “He shall destroy many in their prosperity”…
Fabian Scheme: Permeation (stealth, creeping in unawares, gradualism) - Dispossession (e.g.
WWF nature bank/dept to property swap, privatization, etc) - Pauperization
Unity Events: World Day of Prayer, etc etc. (pg 120ff Gary Kah)

The Hegelian Principle of effecting change: Thesis-Antithesis-Synthesis
(1) Create a problem -thesis,
(2) generate opposition to the problem (fear, panic, hysteria)- antithesis,
(3) Offer THE Solution - synthesis
Regionism/regionalization
Zbigniew Brzezinski (proposer -to David Rockefeller- of the TC concept and National Security
Advisor to Jimmy Carter) said (at Gorbachev’s 1st State of the World Forum, 1995); “Finally,
I have no illusions about World Government emerging in our lifetime… we cannot leap into
world government though one quick step…a consensual global system is just a matter of good
wishes or good will, but it requires a process…. The precondition for eventual and genuine
globalization is progressive regionalization.’ (pg 140 Gary Kah)
It is interesting that 10 Regions for the world are now being proposed (cf Dan 2, Rev 13:1!)
Club of Rome formed in 1968 with 75 selected people from the most prominent scientists,
industrialists and economists of the world, published a confidential report in 1973 “Report on
the Progress in the Strategy for Survival Project of the Club of Rome” It is also described as
the “Regionialised and Adaptive Model of the Global World System” The Strategy for Survival
Project is based on a computer model of the world economic system in which the world system
was broken down into ten regions (Pg 154, Livesey)
The 10 Regions:
1.North America
2. Western Europe
3. Japan
4. Australia, New Zealand , South Africa, Israel, Oceania - the Pacific Islands)
5. Eastern Europe
6. Latin America
7. North Africa and Middle East
8. Main Africa
9. South and South East Asia
10. Centrally planned Asia

Issues: (Each of these is a seminar topic on its own. Watch out. However, we need to
understand these to see through the lies and deceits). Please visit our Library for
more materials -literature and video (TTIF a good resource)
See table. 49 issues listed under ‘partial list of world problems’. World problems
defined as “problems which transcend national boundaries, and require that solutions
be worked out and implemented on a global or trans national basis, either in part or
entirely….”
Following the Hegelian principle, they create a whole lot of imagined or real (usually
exaggerated) problems, and having first attempted to remove God out of our thinking by
ridiculing Him our of existence, they lead us by logic to agree that we have no other choice than
sell ourselves to them under a one world government. For the sake of bread, security and
maintenance of some level of “living standard”, we must allow them to determine what we and
our children learn at school, what ideas we believe, our ethics, religion and inter-relationships.
Only those who have things to hide are supposed to mention the right/need to privacy!
One world religion/interfaithism. Rapid progress being made. They say unless we stop
saying some people are being deceived by Satan and are being led to hell, there will be no
peace. To show “tolerance” we must agree we are all worshipping same God and must have
joint prayer meetings (Osun state a leader!)
Environmental Crisis: Most prominent issue for promoting One World Government. 1992,
Rio Earth Summit. 2002 Rio+10 meeting at J’burg. Environmental movement led by
Gorbachev (also Gore and Strong).
Education : They say current education paradigm is based on Judeo-Christian values which
hold man to be central and all creation is subservient to man. Such a view they say is
dangerous. All of us must be subservient to mother-earth they insist! We must also agree we
evolved despite myriads of evidences to the contrary - and none in support! (The World Core
Curriculum based on such reasoning are being promoted by the United Nations. It’s a matter of
time before they become the standard, worldwide. The World Core Curriculum is publicly
acknowledged to be inspired by a demon called Djwhal Khul (see slide). UNESCO is openly
promoting TM, first for Universities (CA!), Nigerian school curricula currently being changed to
incorporate these ideas)
Evolution Theory: The central lie propping all the falsehood. We are willing to debate/discuss
with anyone on this issue either privately or publicly.
Population: (See current CA!, vol 4 No 5). They are agitating openly for birth control via:
abortion, homosexualism, sex education, infanticide, etc
and secretly working out death control measures

(See Vol 4 No 5 - US Embassy advocated withdrawal of UN troops in the face of genocide
which was preventable, in Rwanda. 800,000 dead in 100 days. Also, the AIDS conspiracy
ravaging millions. See Recommendations by 12 WHO experts in 1972 (WHO Bulletin Vol 4
No 2, pp 257-269, 1972)- AIDS surfaced years later .
- etc
Food control (individual lives). Energy Control (nations)
The clamour for Genetic Engineering as if
1) ‘Ethical issues’ such as loss of biodiversity, control of food chain, etc not serious enough
concerns (Imagine NADECO - Abacha situation!) and
2) as if no other option (the deserts, Greenland, etc)
Economic: In order to prevent crash, minimize fraud, etc, we must embrace computerized,
cashless credit systems
Everything is arranged to goad us to the MICROCHIP

The Microchip.
Bio-implantable
Already mandatory in some situations (eg. Pets in the UK)
Already in Nigeria (Valucard)
Various applications being loaded - World Bank Office Lagos, Valucard commercialization
phase soon to be launched. Then we shall see if you can really afford not to go for it!
Already gentle coercion on - USAID (no Valucard, no grants), US embassy, Mr Biggs etc
(Valucard Preferred mode of payment!)
Nigeria National ID card to be chip-based
The [‘Hegelian’]Solution of all the world problem will be built around the chip!
And the ultimate will be to have it implanted in man. EVERY EFFORT BEING MADE TO
ACTUALIZE THIS. - PLEASE, NEVER ALLOW IT! This is THE ISSUE
- More benefits (carrots - Digital angel, discounts, etc)
- No world-wide mandatory implantation, system cannot be viable
- Big stick for the remnant privacy seekers (especially with events as the Sept
11 terrorist attack!)
The Real Bad News: - Not only monitoring, but control! (Back to where we started!) - pg
159, TTIF. (Slide of Project Cyborg - See University of Reading website for Prof Kevin
Warwick's group etc).
- Not only economic deprivations, but
Ill-health (Rev.16:2 ) and eternal damnation (Rev. 14:9-11)
The current situation in the US will lead to improving the odds for mandatory chip-implantation.
Worse case scenario - WW3 as desperate terrorists adopt ‘Samson Complex’ (They
couldn’t be expecting to get away with bombing the US!)

Best case scenario: terrorist easily routed up (by high-tech), or the main culprits handed
over to the US. Variant to this is novelle threats (eg biological/chemical warfare) by
terrorists making us even more dependent on (global) Government for protection - at
whatever price!
Whichever case, privacy and surveillance practice will never be the same again! Thus the way
is paved for the microchip and other ready-to-deploy technology that is guaranteed to change
the face of the world permanently but which pole are still resisting.
Conclusion: THE SITUATION IS NOT HOPELESS AS SATAN WOULD WANT US TO
BELIEVE. THE LORD HAS GIVEN US A SURE PROMISE. JOHN 14:1-3 IS
ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE. CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS ONLY CONFIRM THE
IMMINENCE OF THE LORD’S DELIVERANCE. THE LORD IS STILL REACHING
OUT TO YOU, PLEASE YIELD TODAY. THE MAN OF GOD DR. ABAYOMI WILL
GIVE US DETAILS BEFORE WE CLOSE THIS MEETING.
Note: Emergence of One World Government points to the imminence of the Lord’s return.

John 14
1. LET NOT YOUR HEART BE TROUBLED;
YOU BELIEVE IN GOD, BELIEVE ALSO IN ME
2. IN MY FATHER’S HOUSE ARE MANY MANSIONS;
IF IT WERE NOT SO, I WOULD HAVE TOLD YOU.
I GO TO PREPARE A PLACE FOR YOU.
3. AND IF I GO AND PREPARE A PLACE FOR YOU,
I WILL COME AGAIN
AND RECEIVE YOU TO MYSELF;
THAT WHERE I AM, THERE YOU MAY BE ALSO.
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